





Abstract:  A   perspective   on  Everett's   relative   state   formulation   is 
proposed   leading   to   a   relational   quantum  mechanics.   There   are 
inevitably a   large number of  different  versions  of   the  universe   in 
which  a  specific  observer  could  exist,   and  in   the  universe  of   the 
unitary wave function they are all existing and coincident. If these 
different   versions   of   the   universe   are   superposed   the   result   is   a 
universe   in  which   the  superposition  of  all  of   the   identical   copies 
sums to a single observer. The effective universe in the functional 
frame of reference of this observer would be highly indeterminate 
but   determinate   where   observed   by   this   observer.  This   would 
naturally relativise the universe of the conventional view since each 










the  implications  for  physical   reality  appear   to  contradict   fundamental  common 
sense notions. This suggests a classic systems analysis problem where a paradox 
points   to   the mis­typing of  some significant  element  of   the system.  Rovelli   is 
specific about the element in question,
I propose the idea that quantum mechanics indicates that the notion of 
a   universal   description   of   the   state   of   the   world,   shared   by   all 
observers,   is   a   concept   which   is   physically   untenable,   on 
experimental ground. (1996,7)
In other words, the concept is a wrong general assumption, 'excess baggage' 
like   many   previous   global   assumptions   as   Hartle   (2005)   clearly   illustrates. 
Rovelli's  central message is that  actuality is relative to the functional frame of 
reference  of   each   individual  observer,   a   conceptual   extension  of   the  principle 
underlying   Einstein's   special   relativity.   Since   in   Rovelli's   relational   quantum 
mechanics   the   functional   frame   of   reference   is   determined   solely   by   the 
correlations   the   observer   forms  with   the   environment,   and   thus   the   effective 












observer  would be  the simultaneity  of  all  of   these versions of   the universe,  an 

















copy of  oneself   in each universe and,  as  Deutsch explains  in  the context  of  a 
multiverse of universes, one is all of them;











universe   superposition   would   naturally   be   determinate   with   respect   to   the 
definition of   the  observer,   every  possible  variation  of   the  rest  of   the universe 
consistent with the existence of this observer would be superposed in the universe 
superposition,   which   would   thus   be   largely   indeterminate.   The   universe 
superposition  would   be   determinate  where   observed   since   all   the   superposed 
versions   of   the   universe  would   necessarily   have   the   same   appearance   to   this 
observer. 
Quite   apart   from   the   issue   of   decoherence   eliminating   superposition,   the 
concept  of  a  universe  superposition  with   respect   to   the physical  body appears 




mind   which   is   in   all   these   bodies   in   all   these   versions   of   the   universe. 


































of   the  observer   is   effectively   a   singular   entity   relative   to   the  outcome  of   the 
observation in its version  of reality. Chalmers draws the same analogy between 
superposed  mental   states   and  quantum computation  and   states   that   his   theory 




explained   by   the   different   nature   of   mathematical   and   physical   structures. 































of   the universe,  all  of  which are  coincident   in  space­time  in  the same overall 
universe defined by the unitary wave function, and the effective universe is the 
subjective superposition of all of them. Thus a naturally occurring difference in 
quantum   definition   between   the   subjective   and   objective   frames   of   reference 












the   finite  amount  of   information  which  determines  one's   structure  as  observer 












In   the  universe   of   the  unitary  wave   function  every  different  variation  of   this 
observer exists, thus variations with the same mind but different configurations of 
the blood vessels exist. The same is true for every physical variation of the body 
possible   with   the   same  mind,   variations   embodying   physical   distinctions   of 
aspects of the body which have not impacted the mind. By the same reasoning as 













operational  definition3.  A   complete   solution  would   require   a  definition  of   the 
missing mental  dynamics4,  but   there   is  a  yet  more  economic  definition  of   the 
observer entirely  isomorphic  to experiential   identity for which the dynamics is 
simple and self evident.  Each observation is the registration of the information 
representing that observation in the neural network. This information is integrated 
into   the   sum   total   of   information   about   the   world   acquired   from   previous 
observations5. This structure of information is intensely familiar to each one of us, 




















distinct   from all   the  processes  which  go  to  make  up subjective  experience.   It 








The   observation   is   defined   here   as   the   structure   of   sensory   information 
observed,   and   the  world  hologram  is   the  cumulative   integrated   record  of   that 
information. The dynamics is logically elementary, being the sequential addition 








specific  world hologram, and  the effective universe  in  the  functional  frame of 














an   identity,   it   exists   in   a   reality   which   is   largely   indeterminate,   and   this 
indeterminacy includes not only the world and the body but even the rest of the 
mind.













unrealistically   minimal,   but,   naturally,   it   defines   everything   one   has   direct 
evidence of being. Moreover, as before, this individual exists in, and is correlated 
with, a real and specific physical body, the superposed sum of all of the bodies in 
which  it   exists.  At   the  core  of   this  world  hologram is  a   representation  of   the 
individual, the self image, the avatar in the idiom of virtual reality technology. 
This avatar is the body­mind one knows oneself to be, it is a representation of all 
of   the   information   about   oneself   one   has   observed.   In   the   superposition   of 
universes  containing   this  world  hologram everything  about   the  body­mind  not 
defined  by  this   set  of  observations   is   in  a   state  of  superposition  of  all  of   the 
physical   arrangements   which   could   give   rise   to   this   set   of   observations. 
Subjectively it is the humanoid form of the complete self image, which is mapped 






universe   superposition,   and   in   this   reality   the   avatar   is   instantiated   as   the 
superposition of all of the bodies with this world hologram. Thus this structure of 
information, essentially a memory record, is closely akin to the real world, the 










In   conclusion,   the   continuous   evolution  of   the   state   function  of   a 
composite system with time gives a complete mathematical model for 
processes   that   involve   an   idealized   observer.   When   interaction 
occurs, the result of the evolution in time is a superposition of states, 
each element of which assigns a different state to the memory of the 
observer.  Judged  by   the   state  of   the  memory   in  almost  all  of   the 
observer   states,   the  probabilistic   conclusion  of   the  usual   "external 
observation" formulation of quantum theory are valid. In other words, 
pure   Process   2   wave   mechanics,   without   any   initial   probability 
assertions,   leads   to   all   the   probability   concepts   of   the   familiar 
formalism. (1957,462) 
Assigning   independent   existence   to   the   memory   of   an   observer   seems 
intrinsically absurd, thus interpreting Everett apparently involves making sense of 
an   observer   that   has   this   memory   configuration.   However,   if   there   is   no 
determinate observer, and as Everett states, “there is no single unique state of the 
observer”   (1957,459),   then   the   only   functional   identity   of   the   observer   as   a 
determinate  entity   is   the  state  of   the  memory.  Everett,  moreover,  proposes  an 
automatically functioning machine as a model of an observer, and concludes his 
description   by  making   the   'function   of   the  memory   contents'   the   sole   causal 
functional process of the observer.
If   we   consider   that   current   sensory   data,   as   well   as   machine 
configuration,   is   immediately   recorded   in   the   memory,   then   the 
actions of the machine at a given instant can be regarded as a function 
of   the  memory   contents   only,   and   all   relevant   experience   of   the 
machine is contained in the memory. (1957,457) 
Since it is solely the contents of the memory that are to define the functionality 
of   the  machine,   and   additionally   all   relevant   experience   is   contained   in   the 
memory,   it   is   therefore   this   mathematical   structure   of   information   which   is 
deemed to constitute the functional identity of the observer, the cumulative record 
of sensory information and machine configuration. It is 'the state of the memory', 
here   the   state   of   the   world   hologram,   according   to   which   the   probabilistic 
formulations   are   upheld   in   a   no­collapse   situation.   Thus   only   the   functional 
identity, the state of the memory, is determinate and operates as a discrete entity 
while the observer itself as a physical entity is indeterminate. As the integrated 









definition   of   a   functional   frame   of   reference   is   produced   by   considering 









solely   by   the   physical   correlations   established  with   the   environment.   As   he 






information,   since   all   possible  variations   of   those   aspects   of   the  universe  not 
defined by these correlations would be effectively superposed9. In the frame of 
reference of this structure of information it would be the sole definition of the 







with   the   environment.   The   difference   is   that   while   in   general   the   physical 
































universe   instantiating   this   structure   of   information   such   that   more   than   one 
possible outcome exists for its time evolution, it fissions, thus there is a branching 
tree   of   correlations   records11.  With   each   addition   of   a   new   correlation   the 
functional frame  of reference changes because the universe superposition is the 
superposition of all of the universes containing this new referent.  In a universe 
superposition   the   'universe'   the   observer   defines   by   being   the   referent   is   the 

















physical   level.  At   the   level  of   information  process   each  discrete   and   singular 
addition of  a  new correlation to  the  referent results   in  a  different  discrete  and 
singular referent.  Each referent defines the determinacy of a different effective 
universe,   the   universe   superposition   of   this   version   of   the   individual   at   this 
moment, and the cycle begins again. Each such universe superposition defines the 
range or spectrum of possible next moments for this version of the individual at 






The   linear  dynamics   is  here  assumed   to  be   a   static   layout  of   the  universe 
throughout space­time, corresponding to a specific wave function, and the overall 
linear dynamics to be the static layout of universe of the unitary wave function12. 
On   this   view   there   is   no   collapse,   as   Everett   holds,   only   the   appearance   of 
collapse, the subjective appearance of collapse to observers being induced by the 



























versions   of   the   process   occur   superposed   and  mixed,   subjectively   there   is   a 















On  this  view the   linear  dynamics   is   the dynamics  of   the physical,   and  the 
collapse dynamics is the dynamics of the information structure of the correlations 
record,  and   they  are   the   time  evolution  of   the   system at  different  operational 
levels.  Returning   to   the   problematic   measurement   situation,   Barrett's   classic 
example (1998) is examined from both perspectives. When an observer O goes to 
measure the x­spin of a physical system S that begins in a superposition of x­spin 
eigenstates,   the   initial   condition   of   the   physical   system   to   be   measured   is 
indeterminate.
∣“ready” 〉O α∣x­spin up 〉 S  β∣x­spin down 〉S 
The   cumulative   correlations   record   defines   the   functional   identity   of   the 
observer,  to which will  be added either  the observation of x­spin up or x­spin 
down.  At   the  physical   level  after   the  observation   the   two possible   results  are 
superposed and the two physical variants of the observer exist superposed also, no 
collapse has occurred. This is the time evolution of the linear dynamics.
α∣“spin up” 〉O ∣x­spin up 〉 S β∣“spin down” 〉O ∣x­spin down 〉S
This is the objective perspective; if the observer is Wigner's friend then this is 





computation   so   that   physical   states   that   are   causally   related   map   onto   formal   states   that   are 









observation   x­spin   up,   and   other   the   initial   identity   of   the   observer   plus   the 
observation x­spin  down. These two different  correlations records exist   in  two 
different functional frames of reference. The two are physically superposed, but 
subjectively, meaning in the functional frame of reference of the individual entity 
defined   by   each   structure   of   information,   each   is   subjectively   a   singular 
experience, an observation by a singular identity defined by a specific correlations 
record.   This   provides   exactly   the   outcome   predicted   by   the  standard   von 
Neumann­Dirac collapse formulation, which is that the quantum­mechanical state 
of the system will collapse either to
∣“spin up” 〉O ∣x­spin up 〉 S
or to
∣“spin down” 〉O ∣x­spin down 〉 S  
which,   subjectively,   is   exactly  what   it  does.  Subjectively,  one  or   the  other 
happens, as the observer defined by the correlations record fissions, and in the 










defined   solely   by   correlations   is   indeterminate   except   where   observed.   In   a 
universe with multiple observers of equal status this is a severe problem since it 
requires   an   explanation   of   how   mere   observation   affects   the   global,   and 
presumably   physical,   definition   of   the   world.   While   universe   superposition 
produces   a   relational   quantum  mechanics   in   which   observation   changes   the 
physical   functional   frame   of   reference,   this   poses   no   paradox.  Naturally, 
observation does not make any difference to the physical  situation,  it  does not 
induce  determinacy  at   the  physical   level   in   the  overall   frame  of   reference.   It 
results   in   determinacy   of   the   effective   universe   in   the   functional   frame   of 
reference of the observer, because it changes the referent. In the new definition of 
the   functional   frame   of   reference   a   new   correlation   is   defined,   and   thus 
14
determinacy exists where before there was indeterminacy. But this is not so much 




the  observer   from a  different  point   in   the  overall   reality  of   the  unitary  wave 
function.  Naturally   the  observer  does  not   actually   change position,   this   is   the 




function,   but   this   too   is   a   linear   effect,   there   is   no   discontinuity.   The   time 
evolution of the correlations record is discontinuous with the collapse giving rise 



















superposed  state  with  more   than  one  observation   realised,  and  more   than  one 
correlations record superposed. As before, there is no single unique  state  of the 










While  it  seems obvious we are ordinary bodies,  an even more fundamental 
sense of identity and existence is the subjective life of each person, the stream of 
consciousness,   the   flow  of  observations   and   the   experience  of   the  process  of 
reality.  On this view each individual is primarily an information process in the 
overall system of the Everettian universe, one defining at each point in time the 






reality   other   observers   are,   like   any   other   property   of   the   reality,   highly 
indeterminate. At the same time this is not a solipsistic view, all observers are 







demonstrates  why   the   observer   is   necessarily   treated   as   having   extraordinary 
status.  It certainly fits the facts, and it equally certainly entails a departure from 
the assumptions of generations of scientific inquiry; relational quantum mechanics 
equates   to   personal   physical   parallel   realities.   Rovelli's   relational   quantum 
mechanics   is   presented   as   applying   solely   between   one   system   and   another, 
however, a functionally identical system is naturally instantiated in an Everettian 
universe  if   the observer   is   in  a   'universe  superposition';   in other  words,   if   the 




information   not   only   gives   rise   to  measurement   records  which   are   inevitably 
determinate,   it  produces a collapse dynamics at  a different  logical   level  to  the 
physical.  Thus, while  the two quantum mechanical  dynamics are  incompatible, 
they  are   simply  different  operational   levels  of   the   same  system.  The  physical 
universe is defined by the unchanging layout of the overall linear dynamics, and 






universe,  and   the  collapse  dynamics   is   the  dynamics  of   subjective   reality,   the 
dynamics of the effective universe of an individual observer.
The   observer   defined   as   the   cumulative   correlations   record   defines   the 
determinacy of the reality, thus the observer seems to be defining the world it 











physical   terms   as   the   'universe   superposition',   the   simultaneity   of   all   of   the 
possible versions of determinacy of the universe concomitant with the existence of 
the   individual   entity   defined   by   a   specific   record   of   correlations   with   the 
environment. Each reality is thus determinate with regard to the definition of the 
correlations   record   and   otherwise   indeterminate.   Alternatively  it   can   be 
conceptualised in information terms, as the interface to the Everettian universe of 
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